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Key Selling Points
The first and only official Pokémon licensed cross stitch pattern collection
Interest in Pokémon remains high, with new films and games releasing regularly
Features 20 all-time favourite characters in a wide variety of poses.

Description
What do you get if you combine cross stitch with Pokémon? Only the best craft book ever!

Pokémon Cross Stitch provides full colour charts for you to stitch 20 different Pokémon in a wide range of poses-with over 50 patterns to choose
from. It's a varied selection, with plenty of interesting colours and shapes to ensure hours of cross stitching fun.

The Pokémon will be instantly recognizable to fans of the phenomenally popular Japanese game and TV series. In all their colourful and
wonderful shapes, these designs are as true to the craft of cross stitch as they are to the Pokémon universe and are fun to stitch with the
minimum of tools and materials.

All Pokémon trainers need to train-themselves and their Pokémon. The same is true with cross stitch. To help in your training, the book starts
with a how-to guide to understanding cross stitch charts, then explains and demonstrates the simple techniques needed to stitch the Pokémon. It
addresses the tools and materials you'll need, and then how to put everything together to make and display the perfect cross stitched Pokémon.

Author Maria Diaz is one of the world's best-loved cross stitch designers, and has used all her skill and experience to bring Pokémon to life in
cross stitch for stitcher's everywhere to enjoy. Officially licensed by The Pokémon Company International. © 2022 Pokémon. TM, ®Nintendo.

About the Author
Maria Diaz has enjoyed over 20 years as a needlecraft designer, beginning her career as the first ever in-house designer for DMC Creative World.
She is the author of numerous books and is a regular contributor to the cross stitch press.
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